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Elizabeth Wainwright, an East Coast heiress in disguise, takes a job waitressing at a Fisherman's

Wharf cafÃ©, eager to live a simpler life. One day Andrew Breedâ€•handsome, mysterious and

charismaticâ€•walks in. He says he's a longshoreman, but his words and actions don't quite add up.

Is Elizabeth falling in love with someone who's pretending to be something other than he claims? Is

Andrew?
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i've long been a 'fan' of Debbie Macomber's writings and her inspirational, fun, compassionate

demonstration of various relationships of people. i thinks that sums it up: she writes of real people ~

real struggles, dreams, experiences and solutions or aspirations. i admire her outlook and her

'in-look' as she shares the characters' thought processes ~ reading her books is like receiving a

course in Life. Kindness and being a trustworthy friend is the more important application of her

works that speaks to me. i;ve read one book by her [audio] written in the first person, and it's a true

life-changing experience.

Who doesn't dream about re-inventing their life once or twice in their own lives, if just for a fleeting

second? Running off and knowing no one and becoming someone that you make up as you go

along? Not someone that was developed from where you came from? I loved the premise but have

to say that it was a little choppy and a bit contrived as it became clear who the characters were. But

Nora didn't dissappoint, loved the ending. Or liked the ending... I think that I could waver between



two stars and four stars for different reasons, so I landed on 3.

I bought this for a road trip and I was really enjoying it, but it decides to skip parts at the end of each

track and my last disc decided not work. I even tried other cds to make sure it wasn't my cd player.

So, the story itself is good what I did get to hear, but I'm not happy with the product.

Usual silly romance by this author. Yes, I realize this is her genre but gees, can't she put some

depth to it. The main character falls in love immediately with "Breed". Annoying name. It is so

predictable . I would assume this author at one time wrote a decent book to get a name for herself,

now she cranks out these silly, sophomoric novels but she has a following so I guess she still

makes money at it. I only listen to these on CD because my library, for some odd reason, has a lot

of her books on CD and they keep me company while driving . Other than that, Debbie Macomber

books are pretty silly and I'd never spend money on one. The reader sounds like she's about 13. I

keep hoping one of these days this author will shock me and actually write something decent. Still

waiting......

I love Debbie Macomber! I buy her CD's so I can listen to them on long car trips. They are always

soothing and easy listening stories.

Made me laugh thru it and smile listening to the last of it!

I am waiting for the next book to arrive so I can see what happens.

Sweet love store, not great literature but enjoyed it.
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